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Modeling Heterogeneous Downward Dense
Gas-Particle Flows
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Mehrdji Hémati
ENSIACET, Laboratoire de Génie Chimique, U.M.R 5503, 05 rue Paulin Talabot, 31106 Toulouse, France

A novel approach is proposed to model heterogeneous downward dense gas-particle

flows. The homogeneous behavior of the flow is described by the mass and momentum

transport equations of the gas and particulate phases solved using a mono-dimension

finite volume method on staggered grids. The heterogeneous features of the flow are

predicted simultaneously using the bubble-emulsion formalism. The gas compressibility

is taken into consideration. The model is supplemented with a new correlation to

account for the wall-particle frictional effects. The predictions are compared with the

vertical profiles of pressure and the amount of gas that flows up and down two stand-

pipes and a cyclone dipleg of an industrial fluid catalytic cracking unit and of a cold

small-scale circulating fluidized bed. The trends are well predicted. The model gives

further information and is thus an innovative starting point for downward dense gas-

particle flow hydrodynamics investigation.
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Introduction

Downward dense transport of particles through vertical

pipes is a major issue in the fluid catalytic cracking (FCC)

process, which converts large quantities of heavy liquid oils

to lighter and more valuable gas products. The dense trans-

port can best be achieved while maintaining the particles in

a moderately aerated state with interstitial gas. The aerated

gas-particle suspension acts as a fluid, and an increase in

pressure along the vertical pipe is thus observed. The static

pressure head is directly related to the apparent density of

the suspension and the height of the pipe.

Standpipe and cyclone dipleg flows are typical examples

of such flows. Cyclone diplegs must have constant static

pressure head to avoid intermittent gas reversals that will

disturb the dipleg flow and modify the particle collection

efficiency. Standpipes must have constant high static pres-

sure head to ensure hydraulic oil-tightness between the riser

oil cracking zone and the regenerator coke combustion zone

and to ensure continuous feeding of catalyst particles: bad

control of the FCC unit, flow reversal risks, and emergency

shut-down will therefore be avoided.1

The interstitial gas is compressed along the vertical pipe

because the pressure increases. Consequently, the suspension

porosity decreases leading to static pressure head change.

When the gas compression exceeds a critical value, the sus-

pension deaerates: particles are compacting, inducing zero

static pressure head and particle flow blocking. In the case

of cyclones, accurate designs in terms of size and seal height

avoid deaeration. In the case of standpipes, external gas

injections along the vertical pipe counteract the gas compres-

sion effect and maintain the particles in a moderately aerated

state. Thus, the pressure and suspension porosity must be

well predicted to ensure accurate dense transport. Moreover,

the gas that flows up and down the pipe must be anticipated

when a hydraulic oil-tightness is required.

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to R. Andreux at
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Over the years, several models have been proposed to pre-

dict the pressure along the vertical flow,2–7 all essentially

stating that the flow is homogeneously fluidized between the

minimum fluidizing and bubbling states. The pressure is then

estimated using the mathematical expression of the static

pressure head and an estimation of the apparent density of

the suspension. The gas-particle slip velocity is calculated

using the resulting pressure gradient and a classical drag

law.8–10 Finally, the gas velocity is calculated using the slip

velocity and the particle velocity that comes from the solid

mass flux and the estimated suspension density. When exter-

nal aerations are employed, the model is supplemented with

the gas phase continuity equation to provide the gas velocity

along the flow.

Such an approach predicts the vertical profile of pressure

and the net gas flow rate. The flow regime can also be

anticipated: if the predicted slip velocity is lower that the

minimum fluidizing velocity, Umf, the flow pertains to the

nonfluidized moving bed regime. If the slip velocity lies

between the minimum fluidizing and bubbling velocities,

Umf and Umb, the flow belongs to the homogeneous fluidized

flow regime. If the slip velocity is higher than the minimum

bubbling velocity, Umb, the flow pertains to the heterogene-

ous fluidized flow regime. However, such an approach can-

not be applied when the particle phase weight is not fully

carried by the gas phase, i.e., in partially deaerated flow con-

ditions. Indeed, the hydraulic expression of the static pres-

sure head is not valid anymore because of the wall-particle

frictional effects. It should not be applied either in heteroge-

neous flow conditions. Indeed, the usual drag laws of the lit-

erature, we previously talked about will provide spurious

pressure drops since they are valid only under homogeneous

flow conditions. Finally, this approach is not able to predict

the contribution of the upward and the downward gas flows

to the net gas flow in vertical pipes.

Nowadays, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) may

not be mature enough to pretend to simulate large scale het-

erogeneous downward dense gas-particle flows. The first li-

mitation resides in the required computational mesh hence

the required CPU time to well reproduce the hydrodynamics.

Indeed, the heterogeneous structure involves small bubbles

of gas whose diameter is below 10 cm. Thus, considering

that almost five computational cells are required to describe

a structure and its boundaries, the number of cells involved

in the representative simulation of an industrial standpipe

will be around 2,000,000. High performance of gas-particle

parallel codes is thus required to perform the full three-

dimension transient simulations. The second limitation lies

in the validation of the theory of granular media applied to

dense flows of Geldart-A particles. Many papers have

reported its inadequacy in simulating these flows, and the

most reported cause is the drag modification due to interpar-

ticle adhesion forces. Pragmatic fitting of the drag law was

then proposed11,12 but the direct transposition to downward

dense heterogeneous flows without preliminary validations is

highly questionable. Finally, the simulations will be highly

unstable because the numerical management of compacting

particles is a very tough process.13

As a conclusion, it seems that none of the models that

have been proposed in the literature are today able to predict

the heterogeneous downward dense gas-particle flows.

The objective of this article is to give a model that is ca-

pable of predicting the heterogeneous downward dense gas-

particle flow behaviors with acceptable CPU time require-

ment. The model combines the Eulerian two-fluid formalism

that is usually used in gas-particle CFD and the bubble-

emulsion formalism that is generally used in the chemical

engineering field. The model is mono-dimensional. We show

that such an approach is able to describe the heterogeneous

structure of the flow without tremendous computational

meshes which usually lead to heavy simulations with prohib-

itive CPU Time.

We will first describe the equations and then benchmark

the model. Three test cases are considered:

• the standpipe of an industrial FCC unit;

• the standpipe of a cold small-scale circulating fluidized

bed (CFB);

• the cyclone dipleg flows of a cold small-scale CFB.

Description of the Model

The illustration of the formalism is shown in Figure 1.

The first fluid is the gas phase that consists of the bubble

and emulsion gas phases; the second is the particles that

flow down the vertical pipe. Separate Eulerian conservation

equations are formulated for the mass and momentum bal-

ance of the overall gas and particle phases coupled through

interfacial momentum transfer terms due to drag. As a first

approximation, we assume that the momentum transfer

between the interstitial gas of the emulsion and the solids

is the dominant contribution to the drag force. The bubble

phase is thus not involved in the drag force calculation.

The bubble and emulsion phases are described using the

classical fluidized bed reactor model approach supple-

mented with an expression that correlates the local fluidiz-

ing velocity to the local suspension porosity dedicated to

FCC powders. Gas compressibility is accounted for and is

assumed to be the same as an ideal gas. The resulting set

of equations is solved by a finite volume method on stag-

gered grids.

Overall gas mass balance equation

@qgeUg

@x
¼ Sg; (1)

where qg is the density of the overall gas, e the gas volumetric

concentration of the suspension, Ug the interstitial velocity of

the overall gas, and Sg is the gas source term related to the

external gas aerations.

Particle mass balance equation

@qpepUp

@x
¼ 0; (2)

where qp is the density of the particles, ep ¼ 1 " e is the

particle volumetric concentration of the suspension, and Up is

the interstitial velocity of the particles.



Gas momentum balance equation

@qgeUgUg

@x
¼ "e

@P

@x
þ eqggþ Ige,pe; (3)

where P is the mean pressure of the gas phase, and Ige,pe is

the interfacial momentum transfer term between the gas and

particles in the emulsion phase.

Particle momentum balance equation

@qpepUpUp

@x
¼ "ep

@P

@x
þ epqpg" Ige,pe " Cw,p; (4)

where Cw,p is the wall-particle frictional force. This term will

be further discussed in the section dedicated to the simulation

results.

Bubble-emulsion modeling

As a first approximation, the bubbles are assumed to be free

of particles and the emulsion porosity equals the minimum

bubbling porosity (ee ¼ emb). Therefore, the local gas mass

balance is ensured by the following relation, which is used to

calculate the volumetric fraction of the emulsion phase, de:

e ¼ 1" deð Þ þ deemb: (5)

The velocity of the emulsion gas phase is calculated solv-

ing the corresponding momentum balance equation:

@qgdeembUg;eUg;e

@x
¼ "deemb

@P

@x
þ deembqggþ Ige,pe: (6)

The local bubble velocity, Ub, is calculated using the

Davidson-Harrison correlation,14 relatively to the downward

particle velocity Up:

Ub ¼ Uf " embUg;e þ 0:711
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

9:81db
p

# $

" Up; (7)

where db is the average bubble diameter and Uf is the local

fluidizing velocity calculated using theLeung-Jones4 correlation:

Uf ¼ 1:36" 6:66eg þ 8:4e2g: (8)

Since the bubble diameter quickly reaches its maximum

size in air-FCC fluidized beds,15 it is considered constant

and equals the maximum value reported by Geldart and

Radtke16 and Andreux and Chaouki17: db ¼ 6 cm.

Gas density

The local gas density is calculated assuming ideal gas

with a molar mass M:

qg ¼
PM

RT
; (9)

where P is the local pressure, T the local temperature, and R

the universal gas constant that equals 8.314 J/(mol K).

Pressure

The pressure–velocity coupling is solved using an iterative

process until convergence.

Interfacial momentum transfer between gas and
particles of the emulsion phase

The interfacial momentum transfer between gas and par-

ticles of the emulsion phase consists of the drag force:

Figure 1. Illustration of the formalism of the heterogeneous downward dense gas-particle flow modeling.



Ige,pe ¼
3

4
1" embð Þdeqg

Cd

dp
Up " Ug;e

%

%

%

% Up " Ug;e

& '

: (10)

Following Wen and Yu,9 the drag coefficient Cd is calcu-

lated as follows:

Cd ¼ Cs
de

"1:7
mb ¼

24

Rep
1þ 0:15Re0:687p

# $

( )

e"1:7
mb ; (11)

where Cs
d is the drag coefficient of a single sphere from

Schiller-Nauman,18 and Rep the Reynolds particle number

defined as:

Rep ¼ embqg Up " Ug;e

%

%

%

% dp=lg: (12)

Numerical Methods

Numerical solver

The equations are implemented in Cþþ. Finite volume

methods are used on staggered velocity and pressure grids

using a segregated approach, in which equations are formu-

lated for each dependent variable and solved sequentially. An

iterative process is used to reach the steady-state solution.

Implementation of boundary conditions

The type of boundary condition used for the gas velocity

equation is a zero gradient, namely:

@Ug

@x
¼ 0; (13)

for all boundaries where the pressure is specified. The top

boundary condition for the pressure equation is a fixed value

the user is asked for at the beginning of the simulation. The

bottom boundary condition for the pressure equation is a fixed

value set by the user or is calculated by the code as the total

static pressure head after subtracting the total wall-particle

friction force along the vertical pipe:

Pbottom ¼

Z

H

0

1" e xð Þð Þqpg" Cw,p xð Þ
+ ,

dx (14)

The type of boundary condition used for the particle ve-

locity equation is a fixed value at the top and a zero gradient

at the bottom. Similar boundary conditions are likewise con-

sidered for the particle mass balance equation.

Computational domain

The vertical flow is discretized into N computational cells

of 10 mm high.

Description of the Test Cases

The model ought to be benchmarked using experimental

data that provide information about pressure gradients, solid

volumetric concentrations, velocities and volumetric frac-

tions of the bubble phase, and amounts of gas traveling

upward and downward. Experimental information about the

effects of the pipe dimensions, external aeration rates and

positions, and top and bottom pressure should also be used.

However, such exhaustive work has never been reported

in the literature. Thus, the partial validation of the model is

performed comparing its predictions to available measure-

ments that are representative of the field of our interest:

• the vertical profile of the pressure along the standpipe

of a Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit,

• the vertical profiles of the pressure along the standpipe

of a cold small-scale CFB,

• the amount of gas that travels upward and downward

through the dipleg of a cyclone.

The industrial FCC standpipe

The operating conditions are summarized in Table 1. The

industrial data are reported by Matsen.19 The catalyst is

flowing downward in an industrial standpipe 1155 mm in di-

ameter and 30 m high. The catalyst circulation rate is equal

to 40 t/min, which is equivalent to a solid mass flux of 638

kg/m2/s. The particles are typical FCC catalysts with a mini-

mum fluidizing velocity of 1.5 mm/s. Since no more particle

information is provided, we assumed that the density is equal

to 1550 kg/m3 to calculate the average particle size diameter

using the correlation of Wen and Yu: 55 lm. The top and

bottom pressures are equal to 1.875 and 3.254 bars, respec-

tively. The operating temperature is equal to 607'C, which

is questionable since it is a very low value for an FCC

regenerator (however, we consider this value in our simula-

tion). The total aeration rate is equal to 2500 Nm3/h. Tap

locations are not specified, and we then consider 10 uni-

formly distributed taps.

Table 1. Operating Conditions and Data from the Literature for the Model Validation

Reference Gs (kg/m
2/s) D (m) L (m)

Aeration

Particles Reported Data
Total Rate
(Nm3/h) Position

Srivastava19 638 1.155 (30 2500 (not reported) 10 uniformly
distributed taps

Typical FCC Pressure vertical
profiles

Srivastava et al.20 345 0.076 (8 0.326 9 uniformly distributed taps 80 lm, 1700 kg/m3

720 2.775
915 3.976

1020 5.185
Karri and Knowlton21,22 50-600 0.100 2.5 1.1 1 at the bottom dipleg 76 lm, 1442 kg/m3 Up and down

gas mass fluxes



The cold small-scale CFB

The operating conditions are summarized in Table 1. The

cold small-scale CFB is the one of Srivastava et al.20 It con-

sists of a 7.6-m high, 76-mm diameter Plexiglass standpipe

fed from a fluidized bed. The catalyst circulation and exter-

nal aeration rates are equal to 345 kg/m2/s and 0.326 Nm3/h,

720 kg/m2/s and 2.775 Nm3/h, 915 kg/m2/s and 3.976 Nm3/

h, and 1020 kg/m2/s and 5.185 Nm3/h, respectively. The par-

ticles are typical FCC catalysts with a density of 1700 kg/

m3, and an average diameter of 80 lm. The top pressure is

equal to 1.070 bars. Experiments are performed at room tem-

perature. Nine aeration taps are used distributed uniformly

along the standpipe.

The cyclone dipleg flow

The cyclone dipleg is the one of Karri and Knowlton.21,22

It is 100 mm in diameter and 2.5 m high. The catalyst mass

flux through the dipleg ranges between 50 and 600 kg/m2/s.

The particles are typical FCC catalysts with a density of

1442/m3 and an average diameter of 76 lm. The dipleg pres-

sure drop is kept constant and is equal to 4300 Pa. The inlet

conditions cannot be easily identified: the particles slide

down the periphery of the cyclone barrel and cone, and then

enter the dipleg so that it is quite impossible to specify uni-

form inlet profiles of the volumetric concentration and veloc-

ity. Thus, the inlet solid concentration is arbitrarily set at

0.3, which can be considered as the beginning of the dense

regime. The inlet solid velocity is then adjusted to obtain the

required solid mass flux. As in the experiments, a small

amount of aeration at the bottom of the dipleg is added (1.1

Nm3/h).

Results and Discussion

Although the cases considered here are not really simple,

the computations clearly show that no spurious field occurs

either in the pressure or in the velocity fields. Moreover, the

computations report overwhelmingly significant reduction in

the required CPU time to achieve a converged steady-state

flow compared with the CFD approach: )1 CPU minute.

Hence, the model and the numerical method we propose ful-

fill the requirements to be an innovative tool for dense gas-

particle downward flow hydrodynamics investigation.

The industrial FCC standpipe

The vertical profile of the pressure, P, is well predicted

even when the wall-particle frictional effect is not counted

(Figure 2). It confirms Matsen’s approximation which states

that the wall-particle frictional effect is negligible. In such

conditions, the apparent density of the flowing mixture cal-

culated with the pressure gradient value equals the actual

density.

Matsen observed that the pressure profile slope is higher

in the top half of the vertical profile than in the bottom half.

The model reproduces this trend. The computation shows

that when gas is injected in the standpipe to maintain the

particles in an aerated state, it enters directly into the bubble

phase and affects the local porosity of the suspension, e, in a

similar manner and so the apparent density (Figure 3).

Indeed, the volumetric fraction of the bubble phase, db,

increases suddenly at the elevation of each aeration tap while

it decreases regularly below because of the pressure going

up. Likewise, the suspension porosity, e. Therefore, the

decrease in the pressure profile slope should be explained by

the effect of aeration that overcounteracts the gas compres-

sion and induces a regular increase in the suspension poros-

ity down the standpipe. Note that following the definition of

Leung and Jones,2,23 the flow pertains to the dense phase flu-

idized flow regime since the local suspension porosity

increases below the aeration taps. The standpipe is slightly

over-aerated.

The model also predicts that the downward gas flow rate

through the bubble phase, dbebqgUi, suddenly increases at

the elevation of each aeration tap in a similar manner (Fig-

ure 4). The gas flow rate through the emulsion phase,

deembqgUg,e, is not affected by the external aeration. In other

words, the region around each aeration tap is a stiff

Figure 2. Comparison between the vertical profile of

pressure predicted by the model (—) and the

industrial data of Matsen19 (n).

Figure 3. Model prediction of the industrial standpipe

reported by Matsen19: local bubble phase

fraction, db (") and local suspension porosity,

e (3).



transition zone between relatively smooth and ‘‘shaken’’

hydrodynamics with strong shear and high solid mixing.

From the industrial point of view, this could lead to local

erosion damages and particle attrition.

The computations show that a decrease in the aeration

rate reduces the strong variation in the bubble phase volu-

metric fraction and gas flux, db and dbebqgUb, at the eleva-

tion of each aeration (Figures 5 and 6). Consequently, the

transition is less stiff. The amount of bubbles in the stand-

pipe decreases, leading to flow stability improvement since

bubbles are known to play a significant role on the down-

ward particle flow disturbance.24–26 Moreover, the suspen-

sion porosity, e, decreases leading to an increase in the pres-

sure profile slope (Figure 7).

The computation shows that upward gas flow never

occurs. It thus confirms the existence of a hydraulic oil-tight-

ness between the riser oil cracking zone and the regenerator

coke combustion zone.

The computations confirm that a modification in the

behavior of the dense fluidized bed from which the suspen-

sion is withdrawn has a great effect on the standpipe opera-

tion (Figure 8). When the fluidizing velocity of the upstream

fluidized bed is reduced (the consequent top porosity is equal

to 57%), the pressure at the bottom of the standpipe

increases. However, a high amount of gas should be injected

to prevent particle compaction. The main consequence is an

increase of the stiff transition at the elevation of each injec-

tion. On the contrary, particle withdrawing from a highly

turbulent fluidized bed with a porosity of 85% reduces the

stiff transitions but also decreases the standpipe bottom pres-

sure, which one should avoid when operating an FCC Unit.

The cold small-scale CFB

The slope of the pressure profile is highly overestimated

when the wall-particle frictional effect is not counted (Figure

9). The reason is that the experimental particle weight is not

fully supported by the drag force produced by the gas because

of the wall-particle frictional forces, particularly at low solid

mass fluxes. Thus, the wall-particle frictional effects must be

accounted for in the simulations. In an attempt to reproduce

the experimental data, modeling aspects of wall-particle fric-

tional effects using hydraulic analogy are discussed.

In single-phase flows, the wall-fluid friction term Cw$fluid,

is calculated as:

Cw,fluid ¼ k
qfluidU

2
fluid

2Dpipe

; (15)

where qfluid and Ufluid are the density and the superficial

velocity of the fluid, respectively. k is the pressure drop

coefficient, given by:

k ¼ aRebfluid; (16)

where Refluid is the Reynolds number of the fluid, a and b are

constants (for example, a¼ 64 and b¼"1 in laminar fluid flows).

Therefore, the equivalent expression of the wall-particle

friction model dedicated to dense gas-particle suspension

flows is:

Cw,p ¼ k
qsuspU

2
susp

2Dpipe

¼ a
qsuspUsuspDpipe

lsusp

 !b
2

4

3

5

qsuspU
2
susp

2Dpipe

(17)

where qsusp ¼ egqg þ 1" eg
& '

qp is the actual density of the

suspension, Ususp is taken equal to the downward particle

velocity Up, and lsusp is the apparent viscosity of the gas-

particle suspension calculated from the proposal of Thomas27:

lsusp ¼ lgð1þ 2:5 1" embð Þ þ 10:05 1" embð Þ2

þ 0:00273e16:6 1"eembð Þ ð18Þ

Our wall-particle frictional model differs from the correla-

tions reported in the literature in that it involves the apparent

Figure 4. Model prediction of the industrial standpipe

reported by Matsen19: local gas mass flux

through the bubble phase, dbebqgUb (*), the

emulsion phase, deeeqgUg,e (h), and total

value, eqgUg (^).

Figure 5. Effect of the aeration rate on the local sus-

pension porosity, e (3), and the local bubble

phase fraction, db (").

Application to Matsen’s industrial standpipe in over-aerated
conditions (a), well-aerated conditions (b), slightly under-aer-
ated conditions (c), and highly under-aerated conditions (d).



density and viscosity of the gas-particle suspension through

its Reynolds number. However, it seems hazardous to com-

pare our proposal with others from the literature because of

the difference between the formalisms they are based on:

• The wall-particle friction model of the CFD: CFD sol-

ves the balance equations of the gas and particle phases.

Thus, wall slip boundary conditions have been proposed for

the particle phase and not for the suspension. The conditions

of Johnson and Jackson28 are generally used but the granular

pressure must be known. Then, supplementary equations

derived from the kinetic theory of granular media should be

solved. The comparison between our modeling and the CFD

approach would thus require performing the CFD simula-

tions, which is not the purpose of our study.

• The wall-particle friction model of the mono-dimen-

sional modeling of dilute flows: it usually involves wall-parti-

cle frictional laws in terms of the particle velocity only.29–32

Such formalism does not account for the particle volumetric

concentration and is valid only for dilute or semi-dilute gas-

particle flows. The transposition of such an approach to the

gas-particle dense flow regimes we are interested in is not

possible.

On the basis of experimental data, we performed a param-

eter optimization study to assess the coefficients a and b of

(Eq. 16). It leads to the following proposal: a ¼ 289.5 +
106, b ¼ "1.4446 (Figure 10). The slope of the pressure

profiles are now well reproduced over the range of operating

conditions (Figure 9). However, the effect of the standpipe’s

bottom end is still not well reproduced. The main reason is

Figure 6. Effect of the aeration rate on the gas mass

flux through the bubble phase, dbebqgUb (*),

the emulsion phase, deeeqgUg,e (h), and total

value, eqgUg (^).

Application to Matsen’s industrial standpipe in over-aerated
conditions (a), well-aerated conditions (b), slightly under-
aerated conditions (c), and highly under-aerated conditions
(d).

Figure 7. Effect of the aeration rate on the vertical pro-

file of pressure.

Application to Matsen’s industrial standpipe in over-aerated
conditions (*), well-aerated conditions (h), slightly under-
aerated conditions (*), and highly under-aerated conditions
(^).

Figure 8. Effect of the inlet condition on the predicted

vertical profile of pressure, P (left), and local

suspension porosity, e (right), in Matsen’s

industrial standpipe.

esusp,top ¼ 0.57 (^), esusp,top ¼ 0.66 (*), esusp,top ¼ 0.85
(h).

Figure 9. Comparison between the vertical profile of

pressure predicted by the model (with fric-

tion: —, without friction: ---) and the small-

scale moke-up data of Srivastava (symbols).

1.55 kg/s, ---, —, *; 3.23 kg/s, ---, —, ^; 4.14 kg/s: ---,
—, *; 4.65 kg/s, ---, —, ~.



that the full physics of the standpipe’s bottom end flow are

not modeled: reduction in the standpipe section, flow accel-

eration, high wall effects, and potential coupling with the

downstream hydrodynamics, …. Further improvements on

the description of the bottom boundary condition are

requested.

The computations show that the aerating gas enters

directly the bubble phase at the elevation of each aeration

tap in a similar manner to the industrial standpipe case (Fig-

ure 11). However, the amount of gas that is injected counter-

acts well the compression effect. Indeed, the decrease in the

volume fraction of the gaseous bubble phase, db, between

two consecutive aeration taps is more or less equal to the

sudden increase observed at the injection location. The total

variation in the volumetric fraction of the bubble phase

never exceeds 10%: the standpipe flow is well controlled.

The good control of the standpipe hydrodynamics is also

favored by the low amount of bubbles at the top of the

standpipe (nearly half of the industrial case), which induces

higher gas mass flow rates through the emulsion phase than

through the bubble phase (Figure 12). Following24–26 the

low amount of bubbles in the standpipe is increasing the sta-

bility. Following the definition of Leung and Jones,2,23 the

flows pertain to the dense phase fluidized flow regime

excepted the 345 kg/m2/s flow that pertains to the homoge-

neous moving bed regime for which all the gas travels

through the emulsion phase (Figures 11a and 12a).

The computations show that upward gas flow never

occurs: it underlines the existence of a hydraulic air-tightness

at the bottom of the standpipe.

The cyclone dipleg flow

The predicted net gas flux in the dipleg is presented in

Figure 13. The results are plotted on an exact reproduction

Figure 10. Correlation of the wall-particle frictional

effect, based on the measurements

assessed on the small scale and industrial

standpipes reported by Srivasatava et al.20

and Masten.19

Figure 11. Model prediction of the small-scale stand-

pipe reported by Srivastava et al.20: local

suspension porosity, e, (3) and local fraction

of the bubble phase, db, (").

Figure 12. Model prediction of the small-scale stand-

pipe reported by Masten19: local gas mass

flux through bubble phase, dbebqgUb (*), the

emulsion phase, deeeqgUg,e (h), and total

value, eqgUg (^).

Figure 13. Absolute net gas mass flux through the dip-

leg made nondimensional by the experimen-

tal cyclone inlet gas mass flux of Karri and

Knowlton (h, experimental values; n, pre-

dicted values).



of the figure presented by Karri and Knowlton21 and Knowl-

ton and Karri (2008)22. The absolute values are made nondi-

mensional by the experimental inlet gas mass flux of the

upstream cyclone, 24 kg/m2/s. These authors have reported

downward average gas flow down the dipleg when the solid

mass flux is lower than )90 kg/m2/s and upward otherwise.

The transition they observed between up and down gas flow

regimes is illustrated by the vertical dot-dashed line that

divides the set of experimental results (the white squares

with linear interpolation curve) into two parts at 90 kg/m2/s.

The transition was not directly observed and their graphical

method to calculate the solid mass flux transition point is

illustrated by the ‘‘V’’ dashed line centered on 90 kg/m2/s.

Our computations evidence a solid mass flux transition

between the up and down net gas flow regimes, which is

)150 kg/m2/s. The predicted transition is illustrated on the

figure by a vertical dot-dashed line. The predicted trends of

the upward and downward net gas flow before and after the

transition are linear with slopes comparable to the experi-

mental ones. Karri and Knowlton21,22 reported a transition

solid mass flux lower than ours, approximately of 100 kg/

m2/s. However, the fact that the experimental transition does

not correspond to a zero net gas flow relative to the wall is

confusing. Furthermore, the method of determination sug-

gests a sudden transition between up and down net gas flow

regimes that is not reproduced by our model. These differen-

ces may be explained by the trickle valve attached to the ex-

perimental dipleg that is not accounted for in the simula-

tions. Further improvements on the description of the bottom

boundary conditions are requested.

Figure 14 presents the predicted net, negative, and positive

gas mass fluxes through the dipleg depending on the solid

mass flux. The experimental and the predicted transition

between the downward and the upward gas flow regimes

are illustrated by the vertical dot-dashed lines at 90 and

150 kg/m2/s. At 150 kg/m2/s, the net gas flow is zero rela-

tive to the wall, and the upward and downward gas mass

fluxes through the bubble and emulsion phases are equal.

When the solid mass flux ranges between 150 and 400 kg/

m2/s, the bubble gas flows up even if the net gas flow in the

dipleg is down. In such a condition, the fluid-tightness is

thus not perfect. The cyclone dipleg must operate at solid

mass fluxes higher than 400 kg/m2/s to ensure a perfect

fluid-tightness. The model clearly underlines that the classi-

cal approach consisting in the overall gas flow description

must be improved counting individually the bubble and the

emulsion gas flow. Otherwise, the operating condition that

ensures a perfect fluid-tightness will lacking.

Conclusion

We proposed a novel approach to model the heterogene-

ous downward dense gas-particle flows. Eulerian–Eulerian

gas-particle mass and momentum equations were solved to

describe the homogeneous behavior of the flow. The hetero-

geneous behavior was described using the bubble-emulsion

formalism that is commonly used to simulate the dense fluid-

ized beds in the chemical engineering field. The equations

were solved using a finite volume method on pressure and

velocity staggered grids. Gas compressibility was accounted

for.

The model was benchmarked on three cases representative

of our field of interest: the standpipe of an FCC unit, the

standpipe of a cold small-scale CFB, and a cyclone dipleg.

The model was able to reproduce the features of the flows

and to give further information:

• the vertical profile of pressure and the effect of the

external aerations are well predicted,

• external aeration rate and operating conditions can be

improved to increase the standpipe bottom pressure and

decrease the potential local erosion damages and particle

attrition,

• the existence of the required oil-tightness at the bottom

of the industrial standpipe is predicted, specific wall-particle

frictional laws can be assessed coupling the model and

experiments,

• the amount of gas that flows up and down depending on

the operating conditions can be predicted.

The limitations of the present model were underlined. The

improvement of the description of the bottom end of the

flow is of primary importance.

Notation

g ¼ gravity (m/s2)
Cd ¼ drag coefficient in the emulsion phase
Cs
d ¼ drag coefficient of a single particle
D ¼ standpipe diameter (m)
db ¼ diameter of the bubble phase (m)
g ¼ gravity (m/s2)

Gg,dipleg ¼ gas mass flux in dipleg (kg/m2/s)
Gs ¼ solid mass flux (kg/m2/s)

Ige,pe ¼ interfacial momentum transfer between gas and particle of
the emulsion phase (kg/m2/s2)

M ¼ molar mass of the interstitial gas (g/mol)
P ¼ absolute pressure (Pa)
R ¼ universal gas constant (J/mol/K)

Rep ¼ particle Reynolds number
Resusp ¼ suspension Reynolds number

T ¼ temperature (K)
Ub ¼ velocity of the bubble phase (m/s)

Figure 14. Gas mass flux of the bubble (,) and emul-

sion (~) phases and net value (n) through

the dipleg made nondimensional by the ex-

perimental cyclone inlet gas mass flux of

Karri and Knowlton.



Uf ¼ fluidizing velocity (m)
Ug ¼ interstitial gas velocity (m/s)

Ug,e ¼ interstitial gas velocity in the emulsion phase (m/s)
Umb ¼ minimum bubbling porosity of the particles (m/s)
Umf ¼ minimum fluidizing velocity of the particles (m/s)
Up ¼ downward interstitial particle velocity (m/s)

Ususp ¼ superficial velocity of the suspension (m/s)
x ¼ axis position along the vertical pipe (m)

Greek letters

db ¼ volume fraction of the bubble phase (m3/m3)
de ¼ volume fraction of the emulsion phase (m3/m3)
e ¼ porosity of the suspension (m3/m3)
eb ¼ porosity of the bubble phase (m3/m3)
ee ¼ porosity of the emulsion phase (m3/m3)

emb ¼ minimum bubbling porosity (m3/m3)
emf ¼ minimum fluidizing porosity (m3/m3)
k ¼ pressure drop coefficient due to wall friction
lg ¼ gas viscosity (Pa.s)

lsusp ¼ apparent viscosity of the gas-particle suspension (Pa.s)
qg ¼ gas density (kg/m3)
qp ¼ particle density (kg/m3)

qsusp ¼ density of the gas-particle suspension (kg/m3)
Cw$p ¼ friction force between the wall and the suspension (N/m)

sp ¼ wall friction stress (N/m2)
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